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Art World News
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THE INDEPENDENT NEWS SOURCE
ARTEXPO NEW YORK,
[SOLO], AND [FOTO
SOLO] NUMBERS UP
OVER 2018
Overall attendance for this
year’s show was 35,000
over the four days which is
a 5% increase from last
year, and an 11% increase
for the trade-only day. Exhibitors noted cautious enthusiasm in attendee buying
habits during the show, with
many hoping that the contacts made will result in continued sales afterward. For
more, go to page 14.
FRAMERICA LAUNCHES
REDESIGNED WEBSITE
As part of Framerica’s 50th
Anniversary celebrations,
the company has redesigned
its website, www.framerica
.com. Go to page 15.

PROFILES IN FRAMING:
KOSAL EANG
Kosal Eang, owner of
Framed By Kosal, is an
award-winning custom
framer that has taken his
local shop to a more global
audience by developing a
niche of taking framing one
step further and creating a
unique extension of the artwork. Go to page 23.
WILD APPLE SIGNS
JEANETTE VERTENTES
Wild Apple Graphics has
signed contemporary fine
art painter Jeanette Vertentes and publishes 33
collections of her work as
open editions, print-on-demand, and art licensing.
The company is releasing
more collections by the
artist in May. Page 8.

Long Island Picture Frame & Art Gallery, Massapequa Park, NY.

FRAMERS GET CREATIVE
WITH NEW PRODUCTS
Introducing new custom framing products, technologies, and
techniques to customers can be a tricky game of juggling what
framing companies are presenting with that of the needs and
wants of the local customer base. Sometimes, it becomes
changing the way people think about framing as just something
that can bought at a Big Box retailer that matches the artwork
into expanding the idea of what framing means and what it can
do to add to the artwork itself. add a layer of preservation.
The customer already loves Luke Dolkas, owner of Luke’s
what they are getting framed, Frame Shop with two locathat is why they entered the tions in Portland, OR, says
frameshop. Framers have the that for his customers, seeing
ability to take that connection the possibilities is the best
to the next level with design, sales tool for new product.
continued on page 10
technique, and the ability to

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
“The biggest tool I have with
new style introductions are my
staff. If they get into the new
lines I carry, they show them to
our customers with enthusiasm
and that can translate into
customer excitement.”
Luke Dolkas, page 10.
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Alan Divers Art

Leopard
Acrylic on canvas
32 by 60 inches

Seeking gallery
representation.

Alan Divers Art
(813) 254-5423
alandiversart@gmail.com
alandiversart.com
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Artexpo New York 2019,
[SOLO], and [FOTO SOLO],
a four-day trade and consumer show on Pier 90 in
New York City, showed an
uptick in attendance and
sales from last year.

The Spring season brings
many industry shows including Art! Vancouver, Art New
York, Context New York,
Frieze New York, TEFAF New
York, Art Basel, Art Santa Fe,
and Las Vegas Market.

Kosal Eang, owner of Framed
By Kosal located in Monroe,
CT, is an award-winning custom framer who elevates the
artwork with framing that is
lead by creativity, technology,
and design.
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At this year’s Artexpo New
York, highlights of the show
feature artists in attendance,
new artwork debuts, artist
demonstrations, and celebrations held during the four-day
event at Pier 90.

Richard Houser discusses the
pros and cons of when a competitor closes and the
financial, emotional, and psychological ripple effect felt to
both the business and retail
customer communities.
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images, and it includes contact information as well.
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“ La Flor” by Phil Carriere
is a photography inkjet
print on a highly reflective
aluminum with translucent
ink in an edition of 99,
available in three sizes.
For more details, call
(514) 823-0898 or go to:
www.philcarriere.ca.
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IN OUR OPINION
IS IT BETTER
TO CREATE
OR STOP
TRAFFIC?
ell, I guess the short
answer is that it
doesn’t matter how
you go about it, but getting
people in your store, gallery, or
shop is the end game. Someone has to walk in the door to
make things happen, or else!
Consider the plight of almost
every mall in America, where a
decline in foot traffic is yielding
to retail despair. For 2019, retail experts predict that store
closings will exceed new openings by a factor of two to one
with mall closings holding a
disproportionate share as
stores rise and fall en masse
within a mall’s business model.

W

As a commercial real estate
analyst recently told me, the
stand alone brick-and-mortar
retailers are doing slightly better than their mall-based counterparts. In his view, “the
strength in numbers” dynamic
that has served malls so well
for decades, has dramatically

softened. Even with aggressive promotion and deep
price discounts (the latter
being quite unsustainable)
haven’t abated the trend. Essentially, even the most prolific
of these retailers are in a bit of
a hostage situation.
Conversely, and perhaps
surprisingly, the gallery and
frameshop on Main Street
might be in a better spot. Correspondingly, advertising and
promotions that drive people
to such businesses are prone
to be a bit more compelling
leading to greater sales. Perhaps, it can be chalked up to
an improving economy. Or
rather, people are happier to
swap a stroll down a sidewalk
for the malaise and drudgery
of hitting the mall. For whatever the reason, the trend represents a crack in the door
that most independent retailers in the art and framing industry could use to pry open
to increase success via new
products and experiences.
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Wheat Field, 36 x 40”

Autumn Birches, 40 x 40”

Cherry Blossom Central Park, 40 x 40”

Original
Oil on Canvas
Paintings
E-mail: samsam@videotron.ca

www.sammoun.com

Oliviers, 36 x 40”
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ARTISTS & PUBLISHERS
Wild Apple Signs Jeanette Vertentes

Mimi Stuart’s Buzz Aldrin Artwork

Wild
Apple
Graphics,
Wo o d s t o c k ,
VT, has signed
contemporary
fine art painter
Jeanette Vertentes
and
presents her
work as open
edition prints.
Wild
Apple
has released
several collections featuring
landscapes,
s e a s c a p e s , “Trio” by Jeanette Vertentes is an open
floral still lives, edition print available in various sizes.
animals, and
farm fields. Thirty-three collections are available for wall decor
print-on-demand (POD) and art licensing with several new collections slated for release in May 2019. For details, phone
(800) 756-8359 or go to: www.wildapple.com.

Artist of Energy,
Mimi
Stuart of Sun
Valley, ID, has
debuted paintings celebrating Apollo XI’s
50th Anniversary created
for the 16th
Annual Living
Legends
of From left, Artist of Energy Mimi Stuart, is
A v i a t i o n shown with astronaut Buzz Aldrin; a collecAwards
in tor of Stuart’s work, along with Buzz Aldrin
Beverly Hills, Ventures director Anka Faur.
CA. Astronaut
Buzz Aldrin previewed the artist’s expressionist work before
the star-studded event, hosted by John Travolta. For more
details, call (208) 928-7874 or go to: www.mimiart.com.

Pat Buckley Moss’ Print Donation
Artist
Pat
Buckley
Moss of P.
Buckley
Moss Galleries Ltd.,
Mathews,
VA,
appeared on
Iowa Public
Te l e v i s i o n
(IPTV) during
their 2019 Artist Pat Buckley Moss, right, appearing on
f u n d r a i s e r the Iowa Public Television 2019 fund drive.
and donated
a limited edition giclée on paper to help raise money for the
public television channel. Pat has worked with IPTV and Blue
Ridge television’s fund drives for seven years. The giclée is titled “Summer on the Iowa Prairie” and is in an edition of 750,
measuring 16 7/16 by 10 9/16 inches. They are only available from IPTV for a pledge of $156. For more information,
call (800) 430-1320, or visit: www.pbuckleymoss.com.
PAGE 8

Fazzino’s World Edition Monopoly
Museum Editions
Ltd.,
New Rochelle,
NY, has partnered
with
Winning Solutions, a custom
game
maker, to create a three-dimensional
collector’s edition Monopoly
game featuring
artist Charles Monopoly’s World Edition created by
Fazzino. Mo- Museum Editions’ artist Charles Fazzino
nopoly
The and Winning Solutions.
World Edition
by Charles Fazzino is the second time the artist has created
a version of the game, the first being the Fazzino New York
Edition released in 2013 that sold out in one year. The World
Monopoly is in a limited edition of 2,000 regular editions and
250 premier Silver Editions. Both versions are embellished
with silver foil accents and crystals, and are encased in a
two-deep cabinet with a tempered glass top. For more information, call (914) 654-9370 or go to: www.fazzino.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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GROGLASS OFFERS TO
AID IN THE RESTORATION
OF PARIS’ NOTRE DAME
CATHEDRAL AFTER FIRE
RIGA, LATVIA—After the
recent fire at the Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris, France;
Groglass, maker of the antireflective glass, Artglass,
has offered its services to
the restoration efforts of the
850-year-old landmark and
its artifacts. “Today, Groglass
sent a letter to the Mayor of
Paris, Anne Hidalgo, with our
condolences and pledging
our help. We will also contact
the Latvian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to coordinate
our company’s international
activities, if needed. In the
face of such tragedy, we
feel obliged to support the
restoration of the Notre Dame
Cathedral in Paris, because
the Cathedral is not just a
treasure of Paris or France,
it is a part of all of mankind’s
heritage,” says Groglass
founder and CEO Alexander
Sasha Kelberg.
Groglass also offers the
Louvre Museum—where
many of the Cathedral’s
valuable items have been
moved for restoration and
reglazing—its expertise in
choosing the best glazing
solutions.
The 850-year-old church
caught fire on April 15, and
burned for more than 10
hours as several hundred
firefighters battled to get it
under control. At the end,
much of the wooden structure
at the top of the church,
including its spire, had
perished. The building itself
had been undergoing a
$6.8 million renovation
when the fire broke out and
extensive scaffolding had
covered the roof.
For further information, go to:
www.groglass.com.
PAGE 10

CUSTOM FRAMERS GET CREATIVE
continued from page 1
“I introduce new moulding
styles to customers mainly
by showing them—putting
the moulding with their artwork on the counter before
their eyes,” he says. One
way, Mr. Dolkas finds, to get
them into the frameshop itself, is by posting Social
Media announcements of
new mouldings which helps
to communicate to a large
customer base.

“Our followers like to see
what’s new, what we are excited about, and how they
can be a part of
what we do. It’s a
great way to share
and let people be a
part of the conversation, especially
when we get feedback. It’s not just
an e-mail blast, but
an interaction—a
sort of live auction
of ideas.”

attention. The cool thing
about framing is that every
piece is unique, so the art itself provides the ideas, inspiration, and ways to solve
its own presentation all the
while keeping the art as the
centerpiece.”
Choosing the right products for his shop, starts with
what moves him. “As an
artist working in mixed
media painting, drawing, collage, etc., for over 24 years
and as an art gallery coowner for 10 plus years, I
have an eye for what I like,

mean not stepping out of
one’s comfort zone when
choosing. People like unique
options as well. “I try and
let the new products speak
for themselves and let the
customer discover them, as
if it’s some sort of secret
menu that makes them
feel special because they
know something someone
else doesn’t, or that they’ve
found out about it on
their own.”

Inspiration also comes
from others in the industry
and Social Media has
opened the doors to
conversations with
professionals from
all over the world—
sharing ideas, connecting with likeminded people, and
helping to solve
framing problems. “I
tend to fly pretty
solo, but over the
years I feel like framers are in such a
Another key eleparticular profession
ment is getting the Luke’s Frame Shop located in Portland, OR, has that we all have a
staff excited about been in business since 2007.
lot to share with
new framing offerone another—from
ings. “The biggest tool I but also for quality and framing tricks, designs, solhave with new style intro- craftsmanship,” he says.
utions, presentation setductions are my staff. If they
tings, etc.”
get into the new lines I carry,
“My personal tastes
they show them to our cus- aren’t the only factor that
Jim Perna, owner of Long
tomers with enthusiasm and decides if a moulding choice Island Picture Frame & Art
that can translate into cus- resides in my shop. There Gallery with two locations,
tomer excitement.”
are many different aspects (Oyster Bay and Massapeto consider—some finishes qua Park) in New York, says
New designs means new are too shiny, or cheaply that introducing new framing
creative options, and Mr. made, some collections just product to his customers
Dolkas knows that his cus- don’t hit the mark in terms of means getting excited about
tomers are seeing new hue choice (too colorful, or what can be created by
trends everyday in their own too bright, or just not subtle them. “When it comes to inlives. “I notice framing enough). A framer needs to troducing any new product
everywhere. I look at framed remember that the art is the whether it be moulding,
pieces on television, in art star of the show, and if the mats, or art; it should be pregalleries, and museums. I framing takes too much of sented with enthusiasm and
also belong to framers’ the spotlight, it’s not doing passion,” he says. “Your atblogs, read framing maga- its job.”
titude will be immediately inzines, talk with other
continue on page 12
framers, and generally pay
But that doesn’t always
ART WORLD NEWS
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ARTIST TODD WHITE
DONATES ART SUPPLIES
TO SCHOOLS

FRAMERS GET CREATIVE
continued from page 10

herited by your customer.”

AUSTIN, TX—Artist Todd
White, represented by Art of
White, Inc., recently made a
donation to, and appearance
at, Highland School in Warrenton, VA, as part of The
Todd White Art Project. For
eight years, the non-profit has
donated up to $3,000 worth of
art supplies each to various
public schools across the U.S.
Through contributions, the
Project can directly impact the
life of a creative child through
art in schools, oftentimes the
first to go when budgets are
cut. “We started The Todd
White Art Project in 2011 and
currently, our donations come
from collectors of Todd's work,
fans, friends, and family,” says
Megan White, of Art of White
Inc. “We recently received a
donation from Zac Brown of
the Zac Brown Band and we
have two corporate sponsors,
Lee Hayden Gallery and Andrew Scott Galleries.” Mrs.
White says that they hope to
have a minimum of three donation deliveries for the 2019
school year. Shown is Todd
White’s “When It All Comes
Apart,” an oil on canvas. For
more on the non-profit, visit:
www.thetoddwhiteartproject
.org. For more on the artwork,
go to: www.toddwhite.com.
PAGE 12

can frame and what you are
selling. It’s all about creativity. You want to ‘WOW’ your
customer with every frame
job. There are times we
sit down as a team and
brainstorm ideas to make a

and Michaels carry the
bread-and-butter styles of
chop frames, the independent shops need to ‘WOW’
the public with their selection, design skills, and
craftsmanship. With a lack
of sales reps working for frame companies these days,
a shop owner must
actively seek out
what’s on the
market and put together a comprehensive offering.”

Mr. Perna says that finding the right products is centered around how
well he knows his
customer base
and what they will
want in the future.
“This can be
applied to every
business.
First
you need to know
what your customer wants, and
Ms. Francoeur
you also need to
says she also reknow what they
lies on resources
want but haven’t
like picture framing
seen yet. Our Pictured is the Massapequa Park location of the
groups on Faceselection process Long Island Picture Frame & Art Gallery.
book, the Framers
starts with the
Only website, and
quality, then we look at project far exceed our cus- Rob O’Donnell of The
Frame Master website for
the uniqueness of the tomers’ expectations.”
ideas, trends, and framing
frame, the design, and
finish. Does it fill a void
Social Media plays a conversation. “It’s always
that we haven’t covered in big role in how Rose City interesting when members
our existing selection?
Framemakers’ owner Nicole post images of their new
samples and frame
jobs.”
“Once that is
decided we ask
Boasting more
questions, such
than 8,000 framing
as where the
options on her
moulding is made.
website, Ms. FranFrom our expericouer knows how
ence, we make a
important it is to
judgement call on
embrace technolif the moulding will
ogy and for her
be consistent to
customers to see
the finish that’s
what she offers.
on the sample
The same goes for
that we show to Rose City Framemakers, located in Sparta, NJ,
her framing compaour customers.” first opened its doors in 1998.
nies. “I’ve dropped
Mr. Perna suggests get- Francoeur introduces new companies if they have a
ting creative in how new product to her customer poor website or are not on
product is presented. “Treat base. The Sparta, NJ-based my point-of-sale (POS) softit like a movie trailer. For frameshop has been in busi- ware system,” she says.
example, take Bella’s line ness since 1998 and Ms. “I’m not going to input indiPiano Keys and send an Francoeur uses the Internet vidual chop line frames into
e-mail blast with the subject as an important part of her my POS.”
line ‘Billy Joel’s Piano has business. “I think every
She also appreciates
a New Look.’ Then show shop must actively curate
some examples of Billy Joel what they offer today,” she moulding companies that
framed items using that says. “It’s not just putting go a step further to help
moulding, as well as similar samples up on the walls and in the design process. “Fostyles, to give your cus- they will come. Since the
tomers ideas of what they box stores like A.C. Moore
continue on page 21
ART WORLD NEWS
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BITTAN FINE ART INC.
PRESENTS E.M. ZAX’S
MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
ARTWORK

VALLEY VILLAGE, CA—
Bittan Fine Art Inc. brings
the multi-dimensional original
work of Los Angeles artist,
E.M. Zax featuring iconic imagery, including a collection
paying homage to contemporary artists who have influenced his love of art. Created
into three-dimensional polymorph compositions, the selftaught artist interplays color,
images, and design that allows the viewer to see a different picture from three
different angles bringing it to
life. “You could look at anything either objectively or subjectively,” Zax says. “Your
perspective and point-of-view
has a great impact on how
you view anything in life. In
my art when one image
morphs into the other, one
gets the idea that it all has to
do with your point-of-view.”
Other work by the artist
incorporates art and technology such as neon lights,
LED illumination, and infinite
mirrors that take the viewer
on a journey to discover
more than what meets the
eye at first impression.
For further information on
the artist’s work, call Bittan
Fine Art at (866) 219-9161
or go to the company’s
website located at: www.
bittanfineart.com.
PAGE 14

ARTEXPO: ATTENDANCE, SALES, UP FROM 2018
Artexpo New York, [SOLO],
and [FOTO SOLO], a fourday trade and consumer
show on Pier 90 in New York
City, showed an uptick in attendance and sales from last
year. The event hosted more
than 300 exhibiting galleries,
art publishers, and artists
from 62 countries. Slated by
show producers, Redwood
Media Group, as “three
shows within one venue,”
the event brought together
Artexpo, [SOLO] which highlighted established and independent emerging artists;
and [FOTO SOLO] featuring
fine art photography. After
moving to Pier 90, the show
featured more than 1,000
artists and included prints,
paintings, drawings, sculptures, photography, ceramics, giclées, lithographs, and
glass works. Overall attendance was 35,000 people
over the four days which is a
5% increase from last year
and an 11% increase for
Thursday, the trade-only day.
Exhibitors noted cautious enthusiasm in attendee buying
habits during the show, with
many hoping that the contacts made will result in continued sales afterward.
Samir Sammoun of Sammoun Fine Art is a 23-year
exhibitor to Artexpo and
looks forward to, not only
the sales of his oil on linen
canvas work, but also the relationships started and maintained with galleries that
represent him. “Artexpo has
been a cornerstone in my career as an artist,” he said.” I
met all of my galleries at this
show and they continue to
come every year to acquire
pieces from my new collections. Since 1996, I have
been doing Artexpo without
interruption. It is a tradition
and I am a man of tradition.”

During this year’s show he
was able to sell sixteen of the
65 pieces of work that he
brought, with prices ranging
from $10,950 to $35,000.

Deljou Art Group’s Anthony
Deljou is pictured with a
piece from Craig Alan’s
Populous Series.

Returning exhibitor, Deljou
Art Group’s booth featured
work by newly signed artist
Srinjoy Gangopadhyay, as

Smart Publishing’s Rami
Rotkopf, right, and artist
Iris Eshet Cohen are seen
in front of her acrylic on
canvas, titled “Lux Piscis.”

well as Craig Alan, Vincent
George, Anabel Ivy, and
Mary Mackey. Anthony
Deljou, CEO, said that Art
expo offers is a wider range
of exhibitors (galleries, publishers and solo artists) that

makes this show more diverse, both from a style
perspective and pricepoint.
“This is our first time back in
five years and we were pleasantly surprised with the success of the show,” he said.
“We made a big push to promote and bring some of our
trade accounts to the show
and it paid off. The retail attendance was impressive,
and overall, we were very
happy with the outcome.”
With more than over 200
framed pieces hung on the
walls and several hundred
loose paintings, Deljou sold
between 70 to 80 original
paintings and garnered half
a dozen commissions. New
gallery prospects fetched
around six new accounts,
and various design firms
showed interest.
The Smart Publishing/
Blue Gallery booth drew
much attention and featured
artists in attendance, including Iris Eshet Cohen and
David Schluss and their
new work, such as “Lux
Piscis” (acrylic on canvas,
60 by 60 inches) and “Ever
Lasting Love” (mixed media
on canvas, 40 by 40 inches),
respectively.
Mary Johnston of Mary
Johnston Art sold 20 of her
oil on canvas work featuring
colorful pieces in different
sizes and pricepoints. She
met with interested galleries
from the U.S., as well as one
from London. “That is a big
deal for sure,” she said. “I
just wish this show was more
profitable for me in the form
of ‘instant gratification.’ We
see many people pass by the
booth, but it doesn’t always
seem that they are buying.”
The POP Collection by Jefcontinue on page 15
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ARTEXPO NEW YORK
continued from page 14

frey and Michael Bisaillon of
Jbis Contemporary Art sold
10 pieces the first day, and
would go on to sell out the
rest of their work by the end
of the show. They also
signed on with two new galleries and garnered a corporate art licensing deal.
Artist Anna Razumovskaya
of Anna Art Publishing, a return exhibitor to the show debuted 18 new paintings and
three sculptures. Sales included dozens of original and
limited edition paintings, as
well as sculptures, ranging in
price from $1,980 to
$40,000.
For artist MD Abramowitz,
her 350-square-foot booth at
Artexpo was a step in the
right direction for her as she
continues to recover from
Hurricane Sandy. “Trade Day
was outstanding with the introduction of an important
connection,” she said. Attendees appreciated the presentation of her art, as well as
the quality. With the debut of
original paintings, such as
“Seascapes,” an oil on Belgian linen, Ms. Abramowitz
talked with those visiting her
booth about the importance
of creating work that endures. “Longevity of my creativity is of the utmost
importance and using the
finest materials are part of
the process for future preservation.” She also presented
limited edition giclées.
At the Peace Waters
booth, the serene encaustic
paintings of Shima Shanti
and realistic still-lifes of Mike
Clark were presented. “We
both met with interesting
prospects during the show,”
Ms. Shanti said. “I contracted with a gallery on the
spot and have three very
ART WORLD NEWS

qualified invitations to follow
up on, as well as, potential
galleries to contact who may
be a good fit for my style of
work. It is even encouraging
to receive invitations from
galleries that I feel are not a
good fit. It is good to be able
to say ‘no thank you.’” For
Mr. Clark, a gallery became a
commission client and two of
his small works were picked
for commission as well. Ms.
Shanti was also a panelist in
a discussion called: Artist
Talk; Meet the Successful
Artists of Today with fellow
artist exhibitors Alexis Silk

that represents her work as
well. The show also brought
a connection to create illustrations for a book.

In the [SOLO] section,
Montreal,
Quebec-based
artist Phil Carriere brought
his unique photography inkjet
prints on aluminum using
translucent ink and epoxy
which sparked the interest of
gallery owners and collectors
alike. By the end of the show,
15 pieces had been sold and
he met with galleries interested in representing his
work—one of which was located right in Quebec.
Using a process that Mr.
Carriere created, his work,
he says, is best appreciated when it is seen live. A
show like Artexpo becomes a great way for
thousands to experience it
in a short amount of time.
“Using my own process
of photography printed
on a highly reflective
aluminum with translucent
ink and finished with
epoxy, my work is all done
by me. Not one step of
At the Peace Waters booth are, the process is outsourced.
from left, painters Mike Clark
Artexpo certainly has a
and Shima Shanti.
wide variety of artists but
also a wide variety of
and Jeffrey Bisaillon. This customers with all sorts of
year’s Education Program in- goals and/or budgets. With
cluded a series of more than such a diverse crowd, I think
20 Topics & Trends seminars, it makes for a great opportumoderated panel discus- nity to test new art or even
sions, and Art Talks.
a new style.”
For Milessa Murphy Stewart of Art By Milessa, this
was her second time doing
Artexpo, but first time doing
it in the City. “I absolutely
loved it. I found my tribe. I
loved the visitors and everyone seemed to love the stories that come with every one
of my oil paintings.” Of the
23 brightly colored paintings
that she brought to the show,
five were sold and after seeing her work, one attendee
visited a gallery in New York

Abstract painter Anne
Bedrick of Anne Bedrick Fine
Art featured 11 pieces of art
in her booth, small and large
and sold two. But for her, the
success of the show was
that her work is now going to
be represented in three new
galleries. Allison Harrell presented her mixed media photography and met with three
galleries interested in her
work, one of which is in Loncontinue on page 16

FRAMERICA’S 50TH
ANNIVERSARY KICKED
OFF WITH REDESIGNED
WEBSITE

YAPHANK, NY—Framerica,
founded April 1st, 1969 by
Gene Eichner and Gordon
Van Vechten, is celebrating
its fiftieth anniversary, and
has relaunched its website,
Framerica.com. The new site
is completely updated and
advanced, and includes expanded searching options,
faster speeds, custom wish
lists, express ordering, product comparison options, and
more. It also includes tools
to streamline the design
process for specifiers.
“We revamped the look, layout and interface of framerica.com from the ground up
with the goal of making it
the most user-friendly, customer focused site in the
industry,” says Corinne
Ferrara, director of marketing.
Over the 50 years, Framerica
invented a moulding category,
employed many thousands
of custom framers and produced and sold more than
1.5 billion feet of moulding.
“We don’t have the words
to express how blessed we
feel to have done it this long,”
says Mr. Eichner, president.
“Our great fortune is that we
have forged relationships
with customers, suppliers
and employees that will last
a lifetime.”
For further information, call
(800) 372-6422 or visit the
company’s website located
at: www.framerica.com.
PAGE 15
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FRAMECON 2019 TO BE
HELD ON JUNE 9-10 IN
WORCESTER, MA

WORCESTER, MA—The
New England Professional
Picture Framers Association Inc. (NEPPFA) is presenting FrameCon, a two-day
event on June 9-10 at the
DCA Convention Center. With
20 educational seminars and
workshops, numerous networking and social events,
and a vendor sponsor showcase, FrameCon brings together some of the custom
framing industry’s professionals to share ideas about
new products, techniques,
and trends.
Seminars include Mo Elyas’
Make Money Using Instagram, Harry Gaston’s Make
Frames, Make Money; Mira
Bishop’s A Guide to Great
Design, Rob Markoff’s Shop
Efficiency, and Medi Bandana’s Creating Your Brand.
Sponsors are Acrylite, AMCI
Regence, Crescent, Craft
Inc., Décor Moulding, Don
Mar Frame & Moulding,
Fletcher, Fotiou, Frametastic!,
Franks’ Fabrics, The Frame
Master, Hoffman Machine,
Jack Richeson, CO.; LarsonJuhl, Lineco, Logan, Nielsen
Bainbridge, Omega Moulding,
Peterboro Matboard, Presto
Moulding, Pro Tapes & Specialties, Rhonda Feinman
Custom Frames, Small Corp,
Studio Moulding, Vermont
Hardwoods, Wilson Moulding,
and Wizard Int.
For further information or to
register for the event, send an
e-mail to: info@neppfa.com
or visit the event’s website
located at: www.neppfa.com.
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ARTEXPO NEW YORK
continued from page 15

don. “Our booth experienced
good traffic in the [SOLO]
section and tremendously
positive feedback from attendees,” she said. “The exposure to new opportunities
with galleries and potential
buyers was a reasonable
volume, making this show
worthwhile. The interest in
sales seemed lower compared to other experiences
and might suggest some
areas of softness in the local
art market.”

SuperFine! I’ve spent a lot of
time over the past two and a
half years doing as many fairs
as I could (12 to date) to see
if I could figure out the art fair
business and if it’s worth it
for the independent artist.
I’ve learned a lot. Artists
can’t, and shouldn’t, go into
any art fair banking on big
sales. It’s about marketing
and networking first, sales
second.” On top of the art
sales she received, the artist
gained two new commissions
and various possible licensing deals during this year’s
Artexpo.

Austrian painter Barbara Holter brought
five of her mixed media
on watercolor paper
pieces and said that
while she didn’t make
any sales during the
show, the conversations with attendees allowed her to tell her
story and that of her
art. “Many
people MD Abramowitz debuted some of her
were most interested oil on Belgian linen impasto work of
in the story of my life, seascapes during Artexpo New York.
in the way I make my
artworks, which materials I
Painter Leslie Singer
use, and how I made my way brought 12 of her oil on board
as an artist. I had so many in- pieces from her new series
teresting, warm-hearted con- inspired by images on Instaversations.”
gram. Sculptors Orest
Parobok and Serhiy Chepel
Blair Vina, a painter from exhibited together featuring
Malaysia brought 14 acrylic their very different work,
on canvas pieces and was side-by-side. Parobok’s geoable to sell two from her Sky metric wooden, square sculpseries. Painter George Magi- tures and Chepel’s carved
ras brought 18 pieces, and laminated birch and cast
debuted his new series called brass pieces of fruit and vegEquilibrium. Whimsical oil on etables drew much attention.
wood paintings by JJ Gal- “I made good connections
loway drew much attention at with a gallery in Chelsea
the show in which three of (NYC) and one based in Vithe 16 brought were sold. enna, Austria; and in Munich,
“Artexpo New York is the Germany,” Mr. Parobok said.
second of three fairs I plan to Mr. Chepel, a sculptor from
participate in, in New York Ukraine met with a gallery
this spring,” she said. “The owner from Houston, TX, and
first was the Affordable Art will now have his work repreFair where I set up an installa- sented by them.
tion, the second was Artexpo, and the last will be
At The Little Louie Studio

by Kate Thomas booth, 25
mixed media resin pieces
were on display, 10 of which
were sold during the show
with interest in commissions
as well. “I have six galleries
potentially interested in
showing my artwork,” artist
Kate Thomas said. “Artexpo
allowed me to meet gallery
owners and art dealers, as
well as individual collectors
and buyers.”
In the Rising Artist pavilion,
photorealist painter, Richard
Ostroff, presented three
large paintings, and sold one.
“Each piece is 72 by 45
inches and retailed for
$15,000,” he said. “I
am happy to have sold
one of my paintings during the show. I paint
things we look at thousands of times in our
lives but never really
see. I paint the ordinary
and the everyday,
huge.”
Artexpo for painter
Rita Vicari was about
learning the art industry
and what other artists are
doing to succeed. “This was
my first time participating in
Artexpo New York. During
the show I tried to talk to as
many artists as possible to
collect information about this
exhibition and their experience in other art shows. It
was really nice that there
were different levels of experience: some artists have
been leading their art career
for a lot of years and some
just started. I was in the Rising Artist area, and we all
agreed that the most amazing thing during the whole
show was the community of
artists that is created. We all
supported each other.”
Artexpo New York 2020
will take place on April 23 to
26 at Pier 94. For details, visit:
www.artexponewyork.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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CALENDAR
April 25–28: Art! Vancouver, Vancouver Convention
Center. Presented by Vancouver Visual Art Foundation. Visit the website located at: www.artvancouver
.net for more details.
April 25–28: Art Market
San Francisco, Fort Mason
Center, San Francisco. Produced by Art Market Productions. For further information,
visit the website at: www.art
marketsf.com.
April 26–28: StartUp Art
Fair San Francisco, Hotel Del
Sol, 3100 Webster Street,
San Francisco. For further
information, go to: www.
startupartfair.com.
May 1–5: Superfine! 459
West 14th St., Meatpacking
District, New York. For details: www.superfine.world.
May 2–5: Art New York,
Pier 94, New York City. Produced by Art Miami LLC. For
more information, visit: www.
artnyfair.com or call (800)
376-5850.
May 2–5: Context New
York, Pier 94, New York.
Produced by Art Miami
LLC. Telephone (305) 5177977 for further information,
or visit: www.contextnyfair
.com.
May 2–5: Frieze New York,
Randall’s Island Park, New
York. Use East 35th St.
Frieze ferry. For fair and
travel information, visit the
website: www.frieze.com.
May 3–7: TEFAF New York
PAGE 18

Spring, Park Avenue Armory,
between 66th and 67th
Sts., New York. Produced
by TEFAF Maastricht. For
further information, visit the
website at: www.tefaf.com.
June 9–10: FrameCon,
DCA Convention Center,
Worcester, MA. Produced
by The New England Professional Picture Framers Association Inc. For more details,
go to: www.neppfa.com.
June 13–16: Art Basel at
Messe Basel in Basel, Switzerland. For more information,
visit Art Basel’s website located at: www.artbasel.com.
July 18–21: Art Santa Fe,
Santa Fe Community Convention Center, Santa Fe,
NM. Produced by Redwood
Media Group. For further information, visit the website
at: www.artsantafe.com or
send an e-mail to: info@
redwoodmg.com.
July 25–28: Art Aspen,
Aspen Ice Garden, Aspen,
CO. Produced by Urban Expositions. For further information, go to the website at:
www.art-aspen.com.
July 28–August 1: Las
Vegas Market, World Market Center, Las Vegas. For
details, visit the website at:
www.lasvegasmarket.com.
August 1–4: Seattle Art
Fair, CenturyLink Field Event
Center, Seattle. Produced by
Vulcan Arts + Entertainment
and Art Market Productions.
For more information, visit:
www.seattleartfair.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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NEW FRAMING PRODUCTS
Larson-Juhl’s Carnivale Collection
Larson Juhl,
Norcross,
GA, presents
its Carnivale
Collection
featuring a
bold
color
palette reminiscent of a
Brazilian Carnivale festival. Available
in two profiles,
this hand-distressed collection offers many different color combinations and stacking
opportunities. For further information, call (800) 221-4123, or go
to the company’s website located at: www.larsonjuhl.com.

Fotiou’s New Millennial Collection

Tru Vue’s OMA Counter Display

Tru Vue, McCook, IL, offers a counter display presenting
the benefits of choosing Optium Museum Acrylic (OMA),
showing; side-by-side; the difference between reflective
(regular acrylic) and anti-reflective glazing. The display
measures 13 1/2 by 10 by 2 inches and is designed to
make explaining OMA’s features during consultation easy
to understand. Call (800) 621-8339 for more details, or visit
the company’s website located at: www.tru-vue.com.

Framerica’s New Floater Profile

Fotiou, Woodbridge, Ontario, presents its Millennial moulding
collection designed and developed with the new generation
of art and framing consumer in mind. Featuring a sleek, contemporary aesthetic, Millennial has a bold metallic finish in
two profiles and 10 colors: teal, yellow, blue, violet, red, gold,
silver, pewter, black, and copper. Phone (800) 668-8420 or
go to the company’s website at: www.fotiou.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

Framerica,
Yaphank, NY,
introduces a
new floater
profile,
BW303, offering a narrower faced
profile than
b e f o r e .
BW303
is
available in
virtually any
finish. For further information, phone
(800) 3726422 or visit the website located at: www.framerica.com.
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NEW FRAMING PRODUCTS
Benefits of Outsourcing with Gemini The 240 Series from Michelangelo
Gemini, Elgin, IL,
offers quality, high
volume production
custom framing
using skilled processes and state-ofthe-art equipment,
as well as internal
design, prototype,
and
blind-ship
capabilities. Outsourcing high volume framing work
can help make
large jobs more
cost-effective for
custom framers.
Phone (800) 3233575 or visit:
www.gemini
buildsit.com.

Michelangelo
Moulding,
Champlain, NY,
debuts the 240
series of wood
shadow box
mouldings with
a 1- and 2-inch
size and a
1 5/8-inch rabbet. Featuring a
grain pattern,
240 comes in
seven finishes:
walnut,
offwhite,
grey,
black,
dark
walnut, natural,
and charcoal. For more details, call (877) 422-8812 or go to
the website located at: www.michelangelomoulding.com.

Framing Fabrics Presents Kailua
Ten Plus’ Rustic Ready-Mades
Ten Plus Inc.,
Santa
Fe
Springs,
CA,
presents Rustic
ready-made
frames
with
glass and back
or without glass
and back. Measuring from 5 by
7 inches to 36
by 48 inches,
the frames are
gray rustic and
tint rustic. Custom size also
available. For further information, phone (562) 404-0088 or visit the company’s
website located at: www.tenplusframes.com.
PAGE 20

Framing Fabrics
from
Neuberg &
Neuberg Importers
Group Inc.,
Los Angeles,
d e b u t s
Kailua, a line
of fine fabric
used
for
making handwrapped mats
and liners.
Kailua comes
in 20 colors,
is 44 inches
wide and is
made
of
100% pure
cotton. Call (800) 832-2742 or visit: www.framingfabrics.com.
ART WORLD NEWS
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FRAMERS GET CREATIVE
continued from page 12

tiou and Larson-Juhl are
very style savvy when it
comes to assisting framers
with their products. LarsonJuhl has the capability to
visually design a frame
job using your own imagery
with matting and moulding
and allows you to save it
via their Larson-Juhl Framing Studio. I use this
feature every month to
design my print ads.”
For Jim Reinhart, owner
of Wall Street Gallery in
Madison, CT, focusing on
the new generation of
customers is great way to
keep his business moving
forward. “We opened in
1974 so forty years of
experience helps,” he says.
“We make a conscious effort to bring in, and show,

ART WORLD NEWS

more contemporary styles. product. “A few of our regWe know our clientele is ular customers are self mogetting younger so we strive tivated and will ask about
to be ahead
of the curve.
With that in
mind,
we
regularly
create our
own
new
designs and
rotate new
commercial
samples to
the front of
our sample
display. This
is as much
for
ourselves as
for our cusWall Street Gallery, located in Madison,
tomers.”
CT, over the years, has become known for
P l a c e - its unique framing projects, such as those
ment on the inspired by vintage beer cans.
s a m p l e
walls can be a great way to the new moulding, but
create excitement over new mostly we pull samples

down and point our customers in the right direction.
Putting it front and center
ensures that all of our designers are aware of the
new product.”
Mr. Reinhart notes that
when the creativity of his
tight-knit staff is unleashed,
the enthusiasm is felt by
their customers and sales
are made. “We are excited
about our amazing custom
frames and it is contagious.
Many of our customers
find something truly unique
and beautiful to compliment
or enhance their art that
they never dreamed was
possible until they walked
through our door. Introducing new framing options
to them is part of that job.”

Koleen Kaffan is Editor in
Chief of Art World News.
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NEW FRAMING PRODUCTS
Crescent Presents Pebble Beach

Marie Collection by Bella Moulding

Crescent
Cardboard
C o m p a n y,
Wheeling, IL,
introduces
P e b b l e
Beach, a collection
of
matboard
with a subtle
pebble texture and a
touch
of
s h i m m e r.
Made with a
100% alphacellulose construction, Pebble Beach is also acid-free, ligninfree, and both fade- and bleed-resistant. The collection
measures 32 by 30 inches and is available in four colors:
bronzed sand, moonlit sand, silver sand, and graphite sand.
Call (888) 293-3956 or go to: www.crescentcardboard.com.

Inspired by Marie
Antoinette, the
new Marie collection from Bella
Moulding
features
various
organic motifs
from the French
Queen’s style of
ruffles, berries,
and foliage. Handfinished in Italy,
the collection has
a 3-inch wide profile in brilliant or
muted gold and a
smaller profile in
five tones. For
more details, call
Bella Moulding, Chicago, at (888) 248-6545 or go to the website at: www.bellamoulding.com.

Charcoal by Universal Arquati
Universal
Arquati,
S a n t a
Clarita, CA,
presents the
Charcoal
Collection,
featuring six
profiles in
charcoal
grey paint
finish creating a contemporary,
off-black
tone.
For
further information, telephone (800) 668-3627 or go to the company’s
website located at: www.universalarquati.com.
PAGE 22

Aurora by Decor Moulding
Decor Moulding
& Supply in Hauppauge, NY, introduces Aurora, a
line of six profiles
in two finishes of
dark silver and
antique copper.
Available
in
widths from 3/4
of an inch to
2 1/4 inches, Aurora has a slightly
hammered design. For more
details, call (800)
937-1055 or go
to: www.decor
moulding.com.
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PROFILES IN FRAMING
FRAMER USES CREATIVITY TO ELEVATE WORK
Kosal Eang, owner of Framed
By Kosal in Monroe, CT, is an
award-winning
custom framer
who elevates
the artwork with
framing that is
lead by creativity, technology,
and design. “I
always strive to
create unique
pieces, as well
as new ways of
incorporating
framing materi- Kosal Eang.
als as elements
of the design,” he says. “I
achieve this by adding my
own spin on what materials
are available today, such as
refinishing mats and/or
frames. Sometimes what is
on display on my walls just
isn’t the right tone or texture
needed for a particular project. With this in mind, I am
creating a niche to reach
more customers from outside of my local demographics. Of course, I am always
happy to help my local customers most of which have
supported my shop from the
time I opened 11 years ago.”
Part of this global customer base has also been
fostered by Eang’s multiple
winning entries into contests,
such as Tru Vue’s All-Star
Framing Competition where
this year alone, he won both
Best in Show: Judges’
Choice and, via online voting,
the Social Media Fan Favorite Award for his piece
ART WORLD NEWS

spotlighting the K9 police
officers and their human
partners
in
his town of
Monroe.

agement gave me a unique
perspective on the operation
of a frameshop and the framing industry as a whole.”

In 2008, he opened his
Seeing the first frameshop with a busibeauty in the ness partner. By 2010, he
world around parted ways with the partner
him was not al- and the shop became Framed
ways easy, hav- By Kosal. “The business
ing grown up in has since grown from typical
Thailand during custom framing that caters
tough
times. to locals to having shifted
“Growing up in some of our focus to spea refugee camp cialty theme framing for
in
Thailand, poster collectors all over
there was never a lot for me the U.S.”
to do, so I
would spend
most of my
days painting
or drawing. Art
has
always
been my escape and it
progressed
into a passion.”
He
eventually
came to the
U.S. and studied fine art for
two years at
the University
of Connecti- Kosal Eang’s award-winning project
cut. “As an art featuring the Monroe, CT, police officers
student, I was with their K9 partners.
interested in
the idea of working with the
Mr. Eang has also become
art; which is why I got a known for his museum qualjob at a frameshop.” He ity framing of items. One that
went on to manage various he is most recently proud of
frameshops for a large chain is his winning submission to
company, as well as for an Tru Vue’s competition. “This
independent frameshop for project, I feel, showcases the
nine years. “Working in man- emotional connection that I

develop towards most of my
framing projects. Over the
years in this town, I have gotten to know many of the police officers, including the K9
unit. One of the officers from
the Monroe PD approached
me to create a traditional
plaque to feature the unit’s
handlers and K9’s dating
back to 1963.”
Taking his own love of
dogs and his respect for the
town’s police department,
Mr. Eang used that connection as the basis for the
piece. Working closely with
the officers, incorporating
their history, using artifacts
dating back to the 1960s,
and showing the bond and affection that is created beyond professional responsibilities, he was able to capture these loving friendships
and careers. Around the exterior are photos of each
team along with their years of
service; these details are engraved using a wood burning
tool. The piece will ultimately
hang in the Monroe, CT, Police Department lobby as a
commemorative plaque.
“I used a wood burning tool
with the assistance of stencils
to engrave the names and
dates into a Larson-Juhl
Cumberland II frame, surrounded by a Cumberland II float
frame. Gold accents are created with Larson-Juhl’s Musée
fillet and the mat is Bainbridge’s
continued on page 24
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PROFILES IN FRAMING
FRAMED BY KOSAL
continued from page 23

color or furniture tone. I do
this to draw out emotions
from customers and allow
them to connect deeper with

mill posters being framed,”
he says. “I deal with mostly
collectors at my shop in
Monroe, with many of my
customers looking to frame
sentimental or collectible
items, rather than just framing for decorative purposes.”

Developing a
relationship with
the customer is
a key element to
how he approaches the
project design.
“I typically start
by asking my
customers if the
project in front Painted and distressed stacked frames
of me is for with painted Bainbridge mats with glazing
them, a gift for by Tru Vue Conservation Glass extend
someone else, Regan Russell’s “Must Go Faster (Protect
or what purpose Ya Neck).”
will the framed
items serve. It is important what they’re framing.”
to determine how personal
it is to them. If it is for them,
Oftentimes for paintings,
I would typically ask what he will do research on matedo they draw from the art- rials and style that help to
work or item. I then try to understand the time period
understand what colors, tex- and history. Staying up-totures, back story, and/or date on all that the framing
mood of the artwork draws industry offers also plays a
them to it.”
big role. “I get excited when
I see new framing materials
Getting to know the cus- released. I always strive to
tomer helps on many levels manipulate the materials to
in creating the perfect effect serve more than just the
with custom framing. “It really function they were intended
helps to set the mood and you and look at them thinking
can draw it out based on what how I can alter it to take it to
the customer feels. Plus, it the next level.”
helps me connect with the
piece,” he says. “I do ask
As custom framing materiabout the room that it will be als and styles have evolved
in, however I typically have over the years, so has what
the customer describe the customers bring him to
mood of the room before frame. “I see less photothey tell me about the wall graphs today and run-of-the-

Mr. Eang has learned over
the years that while meeting
the needs of your local customers is important, keeping
your eye on a larger audience
is a great way to expand your
business. “Each framer is different, but I do see that independent frameshops have to
find a niche that works for
them based on their location

Vermeer Black linen. The piece
was glazed with
Tru Vue Optium
M u s e u m
Acrylic.”
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a lot of hand-embellishing,
texturing, and hand-painting
accents. This creates a
unique transformative presentation rather than the typical framing. Obviously, this
type of framing would not be
for everyone and to some it
may be too over-the-top. I’m
lucky to be able to focus on a
select type of customer who
seeks out unique pieces that
their local frameshop is either
unwilling or unable to do. This
allows me to reach more collectors all over the U.S. and
Social Media helps spread
the word.”

This creativity also helps to
spark conversation
with those local customers that enter
Framed By Kosal as
they see that there
are creative options
beyond what they
know about custom
framing. “I often display my award-winning pieces in the
shop and use them
to show customers
the possibilities of
design. It usually
leads into a conversation of why it was
created and the accolade that came
This Chuck Sperry image titled
with it. It also has
“Maia” was framed using Larsonhelped to elevate my
Juhl’s Gold Biltmore collection,
work in the eye of
triple matted with Crescent Silk
my customers.”
custom acrylic painted with accents,
and glazed with Tru Vue ConservaFor further infortion Clear Glass.
mation, telephone
Framed By Kosal at
and strength. For me, I have (203) 261-2552 or visit his
shifted my focus to cus- website located at: www.
tomized theme projects with framedbykosal.com.
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ARTEXPO HIGHLIGHTS

Artist Samir Sammoun of Sammoun Fine Arts has been an
exhibitor of Artexpo since 1996. This year, he brought 65 of
his newest oil on canvas landscapes featuring heavy impasto
which creates texture.

Artist Anna Razumovskaya, left, and Eugene Korchinski of
Anna Art Publishing, long-time exhibitors of Artexpo, brought
many of her new large-scale pieces, including originals,
limited editions, and sculpture.

Montreal-based mixed media artist Phil Carriere presented
his photography inkjet prints on highly reflective aluminum
with translucent ink finished with epoxy created using his
own process that allows the colors to pop.

Artist Mary Johnston of Mary Johnston Art sold 19 pieces
during the show from her 12 by 12-inch brightly colored
paintings to a large 50 by 72-inch piece and met with people
from the U.S. and worldwide, including Israel and England.

First-time exhibitor Rita Vicari was part of the Rising Artist
section of the show where she presented 13 of her newest
paintings, including “Renascence,” an oil on canvas measuring 30 by 40 inches, located over her right shoulder.

Painter George Magiras exhibited in the [SOLO] section and
brought 18 paintings of different genres created by him in his
series called Equilibrium, including the untitled piece directly
behind him, measuring 55 by 39 inches.

ART WORLD NEWS
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ARTEXPO HIGHLIGHTS

Painter Sergey Cherep brought many new oil on canvas
paintings that featured landscapes, wine, seascapes, and
still-lifes from his newest collection created using bold colors
and thick textured brushstrokes.

Kate Taylor brought her collection of new work featuring
splashes of color, as well as some with diamond dust and
Swarovski crystals incorporated. Her “Unity Totems,” shown,
measured 36 by 6 inches and 48 by 6 inches.

As part of the Rising Artist section, painter Richard Ostroff
brought three large oil on canvas paintings measuring 72
by 45 inches each including “Powerline,” left, and “Clear
Sunglass on Table.”

Sculptors Orest Parobok, left, and Serhiy Chepel shared a
booth in the [SOLO] section where they each presented
some of their newest pieces—Parabok his compositions of
cubes and Chepel his wood and resin fruit and vegetables.

After a successful trade day, painter Anne Bedrick met with
various galleries, including three that are now carrying her
work. The Palm Springs, CA-based artist brought 11 pieces
that feature wax mixed with oil to create texture.

Brooklyn-based painter Tucker Eason of Tucker Eason Art,
exhibited in the Rising Artist section and presented his photorealist oil on canvas and oil on canvas with collage work,
including a self-portrait.
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FRAMING ISSUES
WHY WE HATE IT WHEN COMPETITORS CLOSE
by Richard Houser
For a small business in a
town of about 135,000 people, a competitor closing their
doors can be good news.
From a selfish standpoint, it
might be cause for celebration. But it could be ill fortune
that caused the closure, and
that is never good news.
And there are other negative
consequences that will be
felt by us and by the rest of
the small business community as well.

one of those businesses
closes its doors, there is a
financial, emotional, and psychological ripple effect that
extends itself into both the
business and retail customer
communities, and is felt on
some level by everyone.

We own and operate a
custom frameshop, among
about a dozen others, and
that makes our business a
highly competitive one. We
are tasked with paying constant attention to ensuring
that we stay visible and accessible to both our existing
client base and new customers. If we don’t, there is
a small crowd of framers behind us willing to take up
the slack. So why would
one less be a problem? And
what happens when it is?

In the last three years, four
frameshops have closed in
our town. In a community of
this size, a dozen frameshops could be considered
over-saturation. But each had
its specialty and maintained a
respectable market share.
One was a large art store
chain whose closing, frankly,
was a relief. One was a combination gallery and frameshop in a small adjacent
community that closed due
to health issues of one of the
mom and pop owners. They
had been there for over 30
years, and although we did
see an increase in business
from their customers, we
knew, liked, and respected
the owners so this was not a
happy event.

In a small and tightly knit
community, every business is
important. There is an overall
synergy that is created by
residents that strive to spend
their dollars locally. That actually solidifies among the small
businesses that, even if competitors, all have the same
objective in mind: provide
quality work at the right price
point, satisfy the customer,
and continue business not just
to survive, but thrive. When

A single-owner shop of
over 30 years also closed
last year, and this one was located about a mile from our
shop. Because we knew the
owner had closed in order to
care for her aging mother, we
were sorry to see her go, but
the circumstances were not
dire. We had supported each
other when we/she was out
of a matboard or needed a
piece of glass. So we felt the
loss of a friend. We also ex-
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perienced a migration of her
customers to our shop, especially since she ran a
newspaper ad announcing
her closure and then recommending us. Most recently,
another mom and pop shop
closed that had been doing
business for over 20 years.
Escalating rents and cost of
doing business forced them
out. We considered this shop
“worthy competition” because they did top quality
work, had great design capability, and we came to know
and respect the owners over
the years. They closed without any previous announcement, and this one really hurt.
When their customers come
to our shop for framing, and
the discussion went to their
shop closure, there is a real
sadness shared by all of us.
Although we appreciate
the new business, this is not
the way we want to acquire
it. In addition to the loss of
their presence within our own
circle of business associates,
we have had to increase our
lead-time from two to three
weeks to six to seven weeks.
That does not set well with
some customers. But we do
not want to hire and train additional help, which is both
expensive and costly quality
wise. And a spike in business
affects cash flow, crowds
design appointment times,
requires longer hours, and
creates a lot of distracting
visits and phone calls from
customers who want a one-

day turnaround, or a readymade frame.
Then there is the physical
vacancy of an unoccupied
space and the psychological
effect that has on the
community at large. There is
also a psychological/emotional component with customers who have been loyal
to a business, sometimes
over generations, and the
personal loss that occurs
when that business disappears. The loss of friends and
business associates and the
added stresses associated
with a competitor closing
their doors makes that event
a blessing and a curse for the
competition. The next time
things are slow and you want
to grab some of the competition’s market share, heed the
old proverb “Be careful what
you wish for...”

Richard Houser is a veteran
of the art industry with a history of publishing, marketing,
and sales—both wholesale and retail. He currently
owns a California frame
studio, Santa Barbara Art
Frame Company, and a marketing consultancy, Art and
Frame Copywriter. He has a
passion for everyone’s success in the industry and is
currently developing an online and offline sales funnel
system for galleries and
frameshops. He can be
reached at (805) 966-1300,
and at: Richard@artandframe
copywriter.com.
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NEW ART
Life in Motion (Presidents)

Deljou Art Group, Atlanta, debuts “Life in Motion (Presidents)”
by Torabi as a mixed media on canvas measuring 60 by 48
inches. Price available upon request. For further information,
telephone (800) 237-4638, send an e-mail to: info@deljouart
group.com, or go to: www.deljouartgroup.com.

Spanish
Castle
Magic
Artist Phil Carriere,
Montreal, Quebec,
Canada, introduces
“Spanish
Castle
Magic” a photography
inkjet print on a highly
reflective aluminum
with translucent ink, in
an edition of 99, available in three sizes: 28
by 43 inches ($865),
40 by 60 inches
($1,650), and 47 by
74 inches ($2,850).
For more details, call
(514) 823-0898 or
visit the website at:
www.philcarriere.ca.

Billy
Sweet Dreams

Art of White, Austin, TX, presents “Sweet Dreams” by Todd
White as a giclée on canvas in an edition of 135 measuring
36 by 19 1/2 inches. The retail price is $2,687. For further
information, phone (512) 447-8633 or go to the company’s
website located at: www.toddwhite.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

Brooklyn-based artist Tucker Eason presents “Billy,” an oil
on canvas with collage measuring 60 by 48 inches. The
retail price is $6,800. For further information, send an
e-mail to: tucker@tuckereason.com or go to the artist’s
website located at: www.tuckereason.com.
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WHAT’S HOT IN OPEN EDITIONS
Sense and Sensibility I
“Sense and Sensibility I” by Anthony Del Rizzo is available in any
size and printed on paper, canvas,
metal, acrylic, and wood. For further
information, telephone PI Creative
Art, Toronto, at (800) 363-2787
or go to the website at: www.
picreativeart.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Paris Al Fresco

Star Prairie
“Star Prairie” by Jim Musil measures
12 by 12 inches and retails for $12.
For further information, call Penny
Lane Publishing, New Carlisle, Ohio,
at (800) 273-5263 or go to: www.
pennylanepublishing.com.

Speckled Willet I
“Speckled Willet I” by Victoria Borges
measures 18 by 18 inches and retails
for $40. Phone World Art Group in
Richmond, VA, at (804) 213-0600 or
go to: www.theworldartgroup.com.

“Paris Al Fresco” by E. Anthony Orme
measures 12 by 12 inches and retails for
$10. For further information, phone Galaxy
of Graphics in East Rutherford, NJ, at (888)
464-7500 or go to the company’s website
at: www.galaxyofgraphics.com.

Peacock

Colorful Elephant
“Colorful Elephant” by Shelby Dillon
measures 24 by 24 inches and retails
for $25. Phone SunDance Graphics,
located in Orlando, FL, at (800) 6175532, or go to: www.sdgraphics.com.
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“Peacock” by
Patricia Pinto is
an open edition
gallery wrapped
giclée on canvas
measuring 40 by
60 inches, retailing for $199.95.
Phone Classy
Art Wholesalers
in Houston, TX,
at (800) 3728007 or go to
the company’s website at: www.classyart.net.
ART WORLD NEWS
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Poppies Melody I
“Poppies Melody I” by Lisa
Audit measures 36 by 24
inches and retails for $27.
For further information,
telephone Wild Apple in
Woodstock, VT, at (800)
756-8359 or go to the website: www.wildapple.com.

Here are the
best selling prints
from some of the
leading open edition
publishers.
Beach Bird

Orange Blue
“Orange Blue” by Linda Woods
measures 24 by 24 inches and retails
for $35. Call Sagebrush Fine Art, Salt
Lake City, Utah, at (800) 643-7243 or
visit: www.sagebrushfineart.com.

Ethereal Beauty

“Beach Bird”
by
MarieElaine Cusson
measures 24
by 36 inches
and retails for
$35.
Call
Roaring Brook
Art, Elmsford,
NY, at (888)
779-9055 for
details, or visit:
www.roaring
brookart.com.

Late Night Thriller

“Ethereal Beauty” by Marsha Hammel
measures 20 by 24 inches and retails for
$34. Telephone Rosenstiel’s, London,
at (011-44) 207 352 3551 for further
information, or go to the company’s
website at: www.rosenstiels.com.

University of Virginia, Basketball
“University of
Virginia, Basketball” by James
Blakeway has an
image that measures 40 by 13
1/2 inches and a
retail price of $30. Call Blakeway Worldwide Panoramas Inc., located in Minnetonka, MN, at (800) 334-7266 for further information, or go to the company’s website located at: www.panoramas.com.
ART WORLD NEWS

“Late Night Thriller” by Lucia Heffernan
measures 10 by 8 inches and retails for $8.
Available to resize and print on canvas,
acrylic, metal, and wood. For details, phone
Image Conscious, San Francisco, at (800)
532-2333, or: www.imageconscious.com.
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OPEN EDITION PRINTS
SunDance Graphics
“Queen Conch
Medley”
by Diannart
Image Size:
36” x 24”
$30

9564 Delegates Dr., Building B,
Orlando, FL 32837
800.617.5532 sarah@sundancegraphics.com

www.sdgraphics.com

www.sundancegraphics.com

Editions
Limited

“Technicolor Trees 1”
(One of a set of three)
by E. Loren Soderberg
Image size: 24” x 24”
$35
Available as POD on
paper and canvas.

800.228.0928

www.editionslimited.com
E-MAIL: customerservice@editionslimited.com

4090 Halleck Street, Emeryville, CA 94608

Gango Editions

800.852.3662

“Approaching
Squall”
by Stan Hellman
Image Size:
18” x 12”
$12
Also available as
POD in any size.

www.gangoeditions.com

E-MAIL: info@gangoeditions.com
2187 NW Reed St., Portland, OR 97210-2104
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Image Conscious
“Freeform”
by Duy Huynh
Paper Size:
30” x 22”
Image Size:
30” x 20”

Available to resize and print on canvas, acrylic, metal and wood.

800.532.2333
www.imageconscious.com

Image Conscious

“Rainbow Dock”
by
Steve Vaughn
Paper Size:

36” x 26”
Image Size:
36” x 24”

Available to resize and print on canvas, acrylic, metal and wood.

800.532.2333 www.imageconscious.com

Haddad’s
Fine Arts Inc.

“Repose”
by E. Jarvis
Image Size: 26” x 26”
Also available as
a custom size giclée.
800.942.3323
Fax: 714.996.4153

www.haddadsfinearts.com

E-MAIL: cfskeen@haddadsfinearts.com
3855 E. Mira Loma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

INVENTORY LIQUIDATION

Over 6,000
expertly crafted
maritime prints
ready for fast
volume sale.

View the entire collection at
WWW.MARITIME-PRINTS.COM

860 399 6922

Professional
COST
EFFECTIVE CREATIVE
CATALOGUE PUBLISHING

Wellspring Communications, Inc.,
parent company of Art World News,
presents its Custom Book Publishing
division to offer the trade a complete
line of editorial, design, and printing
options to create elegant hardand soft-bound catalogues and books.

ArtCustom
World
News
Book Publishing
PHONE: 203.854.8566
e-mail: jwhaffey@aol.com
www.artworldnews.com
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